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59 M inutes to Retiring With a
M illion Dollars!
“A Fantastic Future in 6 Simple Steps!”
PREFACE/INTRODUCTION
This book is designed to be Easy to
Understand, a Fast Read, and Quick to
Apply!
...and you don’t need to be a financial
expert. I have attempted to avoid financial
industry jargon as much as possible and to
keep things user-friendly. Included are “Six
Simple Steps” necessary for a Fantastic
Retirement!
The primary objective of this book is that
you should be able to read and apply
the contents within 59 MINUTES from
when you start. Not only are the contents
compatible with your current retirement
savings efforts (even if they’re non-existent),
you can start immediately by applying this
material to most Defined Contribution
Retirement Savings Plans (ie; Employer
401k, 403b, HR-10 Keogh, Simple and SEP
IRA’s, 457 Qualified Deferred Compensation
Plan, both Traditional IRA’s and Roth IRA’s,
etc…)

This book will help you:
ĞĞ Decide when you want to Retire.
ĞĞ Determine the amount you’ll need for
the Retirement you desire.
ĞĞ Establish monthly savings needed to
reach your goal.
ĞĞ Achieve a Fantastic Retirement (Plan)
While this book is designed to help clarify
the action needed to secure your future, it’s
also essential that you live life today. After
all, today is all we really know that we have!
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Chapter 1
LET’S GET STARTED!
*Step 1: When do you want to retire? Before you figure out what Lifestyle you may want
in retirement, you should first determine when you would like to take that first step into
retirement (other than right now).

CONSIDERATIONS: Your retirement
finances may be conditioned on anticipated pension income and social
security, and the dates that each of those
may begin. DO NOT fall into the trap
of letting those “start dates” drive your
thought process of when retirement
could begin..

DO NOT disqualify yourself as most people
do. By that I mean, don’t take on the attitude that you will probably never be able
to retire. It is possible that your retirement
nest egg has been hammered by “Market
Corrections” (a polite term for Dump) in
the stock market, but as long as you are
still invested and still investing it will be ok.
Together, we can fix that! Maybe you haven’t
been able to get started yet. Don’t worry,
starting today (with even a modest amount)
is the most important step.

Let us just start with …When would you
“like” to retire? Don’t worry about the other
stuff right now. Pick a date! We can always
adjust it later if the money issue doesn’t
work out on the first try (and it rarely does).
Some people overshoot (meaning they
actually could retire much earlier) and some
undershoot (not enough money to make it
happen or keep it happening). Either way,
it’s merely a starting point .
How much consideration have you given to
Retirement?
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About The Author
preventing us from planning today and
tomorrow, much less our future. We simply
fail to plan! Life’s circumstances can interrupt
even the best-laid plans. Educating oneself
in finances has been an arduous task. While
volumes have been written on almost every
financial topic, we simply don’t have the time
or inclination to do voluminous research. “Earn
It Use It” has changed this approach! We still
have to take the first step and plan, but “Earn It
Use It” has all the information we need already
compiled in one place.

E. Scott Erickson’s vision is to empower
Americans through financial education. He
has been doing this for over three decades,
but as a financial advisor, has been limited
by geographical reach. “Earn It Use It” is
an electronic education process that he
developed to further expand his vision
beyond those restricting boundaries. Now,
“Earn It Use It” offers the same methods Scott
has so effectively used to help clients achieve
their life goals.

“Earn It Use It” includes innovative e-Books
that provide a unique approach to individual
financial topics, such as saving for retirement,
or investing. Each e-Book requires only
59 Minutes (or less) of the reader’s time to
absorb and to implement. All necessary
resources, including calculators and hyperlinks
are provided. Each e-Book is easy to read,
entertaining and quick to implement. Many
clients have suggested that reading the
e-Books is akin to working with Scott in
person.
With “Earn It Use It” you can plan your financial
success and follow through to financial
freedom using the time proven processes
and techniques from E. Scott Erickson, one of
America’s most successful financial advisors.

“Procrastination” is the primary reason
people fail financially. Life can be distracting,
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